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1* Introduction, The structure of a lattice L, in particular its rep-
resentation as direct or subdirect unions, depends heavily on the struc-
ture of Θ(L), its lattice of congruence relations. Thus a natural problem
which arises is that of determining those lattices whose congruence
lattices have certain specified properties. Two problems of this general
type are considered here.

The first problem involves the sequence of iterated congruence
lattices. If D is a distributive lattice, then as is well known, D is
isomorphic with a sublattice of 6(D). Hence the iterations of Θ(D) form
an ascending chain, D < Θ(D) < Θ(Θ(D)) < . We shall show that this
chain terminates if and only if D is finite, thus answering a question
of Morgan Ward. This result is a consequence of the theorem stating
that if L is an arbitrary lattice, then L = Θ(L) if and only if L is
a finite boolean algebra. The proof of the latter statement rests on the
following embedding theorem: if D is a distributive lattice of infinite
cardinality α, then every distributive lattice of cardinality at most 2»
can be embedded in Θ(Θ(Θ(Θ(D)))).

The second problem considered is that of characterizing those lattices
L for which Θ(L) is a boolean algebra.1 This problem has been solved
previously by Tanaka [5] and by Gratzer and Schmidt [3], however, neither
of these solutions is given entirely in terms of the intrinsic structure
of the lattice L. Here such an " intrinsic" characterization is obtained,
which has the form of a finiteness condition on the lattice. Several
applications of this result are given, which illustrate the finiteness nature
of the condition of complementation of Θ(L).

The main tool used in this investigation is the compactly generated
property of Θ(L) (see §2). This property is a generalization of the
ascending chain condition, and many important consequences of the chain
condition also hold in lattices which are compactly generated.

2 Preliminaries. Throughout this note the familiar notation and
terminology is used. The unit and null elements of a lattice L will be
denoted by u and z respectively. A quotient α/δ is defined by α/6 =
{x e L b < x < a}. We say α/6 is prime if a covers 6. Each of the
quotients a/a Π b and a U b/b is said to be a transpose of the other.
And a quotient c\d is weakly protective into a\b if there exists a finite

Received July 11, 1959.
1 This is listed as Problem 72 in [1].
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sequence of quotients c\d = xolyo, xJVi, , xJVic = α/6 such that each
a^-i/i/,-! is contained in a transpose of a?4/i/4. The quotient c/d is pro-
jective to a/b if a sequence c\d = #o/2/o> > #*/2/* = α/6 exists such that
each a?<_1/2/i_i is a transpose of 0̂ /3/4.

A lattice L is atomic if for every element & e L, x > 2, there exists
an atom p < x. L is said to be weakly atomic if every proper quotient
of L contains a prime quotient.

The following two lemmas, which we state without proof, will be
useful in the work below. The first is well known.

LEMMA 2.1. Let α/6 and c/d be two quotients of a lattice L.

(a) // L is modular and cjd is weakly protective into α/6, then
there is a quotient a'jb' contained in α/δ such that c\d and a'jb' are
protective.

(b) If L is distributive and α/6 and c\d are protective, then there
exists a quotient e\f which is a transpose of both α/6 and c\d.

The second lemma is due to R. P. Dilworth [2, p. 349], Let us say
that a congruence θ collapses a quotient α/6 if a Ξ= 6 (θ). Suppose Q is
a set of quotients of a lattice L. Set α = 6 (ΘQ) if and only if there
exists a finite sequence α U 6 = #0 > #1 > ••• > xk = a f] b such that
each Xi-JXi is weakly projective into some quotient of Q.

LEMMA 2.2 ΘQ is the congruence relation generated on the lattice
L by collapsing the quotients of Q.

For single quotients α/6, the congruence relation generated by col-
lapsing α/6 will be denoted by 0α/&.

A fundamental property of Θ(L), the lattice of all congruences of
a lattice L, is that of being compactly generated. An element c in
a complete lattice L is said to be compact if for every subset S c L
such that c < \JS there exists a finite subset S ' c S such that c < | J S ' .
A lattice L is compactly generated if L is complete and every element
of L is a join of compact elements. Since for any lattice L the con-
gruences θalh are compact and generate Θ(L), we have the following
important lemma.

LEMMA 2.3. For every lattice L, Θ(L) is compactly generated.

LEMMA 2.4. Every compactly generated lattice is weakly atomic.

Proof. Suppose α/δ is a quotient of a compactly generated lattice L,
and c is a compact element of L such that c < a. Then if S <Ξ α/6 and
b \J c <\JS, we have c <\JS, and hence c < \J S' for some finite sub-
set S' c S. But since S' c α/6, 6 U c < \J Sf, and hence 6 (J e is compact
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in ajb. Thus, since x = U {b U c | c compact, c < x} for each x e ajb,
the quotient α/δ is compactly generated.

Now suppose ajb is a proper quotient of L. Let c > b be a compact
element of ajb, and let P = { x e a\b \ c > x > b}. P is non-empty since
b e P. Considering P as a subpartially ordered set of α/6, let M be
a maximal chain of P, and let ^ = (JM. Clearly c > q. Suppose c = g.
Then since c is compact, there exists a finite subset {x19 •••,#*} c M"
such that c < xx U U «?*• But ikf is a chain and hence if x3 is the
largest of the elements x19 , 05Λ, then c < a ,̂ contrary to α̂  < c. Thus
c > q. Suppose there is an element y e ajb such that c > y > q. Then
the set-sum of {y} and M i s a chain of P, contrary to the maximality
of M. Hence c covers q> and it follows that L is weakly atomic.

Notice that from the preceding lemma it follows that every com-
pactly generated complemented modular lattice L is atomic. For sup-
pose x e L, x > z. Then there is a compact element c such that x > c
and c > z. As shown above, there exists an element q such that c covers
q. Let p be a relative complement of q in c/#. Since c ~ p [j q covers
g, by modularity p covers p Π q = 2. Hence p is an atom contained in
x, and L is atomic.

The following lemma will also be needed.

LEMMA 2.5. Let L be a compactly generated distributive lattice.
If X ci L and y e L are such that x Π x' = y for every pair of dis-
tinct elements x, xf e X, then L has a sublattice isomorphic with the
boolean algebra of all subsets of X. If X is the set of atoms of L and
u = \JX, then L is isomorphic with the boolean algebra of all subsets
of X.

Proof. We first show that L is infinitely join distributive. Let A
be a subset of L, and b e L. Since \Jb f) A < b f] \JA, to show that
[Jb [} A — b Γi \JA it suffices to show that if c is compact and c <
b Γ) \JA, then c < [Jb Π A. If c is such an element, then c < b and
c <\JA. Since c is compact, c < ax U U αfc for a finite number of
elements a19 , ak e A. Thus c < b Π {ax (j U ^ ) = (b Π aλ) (J U
(b Π ak) < \Jb Π A, and the assertion follows.

Suppose now that U, V <Ξ X. Let S and Γ be the set-sum and set-
product respectively of U and V. Clearly U ^ U U ^ = U S . By in-
finite distributivity (U 17) Π (U V) = UsE^x'eF^ Π « ' = i/U L J Γ ^ L J Ϊ 1 .
(Here we take \JU = y it U is empty.) Similarly it follows that U ^ =
U V if and only if 17= V. Hence {\JU\U^X} is a sublattice of L
isomorphic with the boolean algebra of all subsets of X. Suppose X is
the set of atoms of L, and u~\JX. Then for each α e L , α = α ί l U ^ =
\Ja n X=\J{x e X\x<a}. Thus L= { U ^ l ^ ^ } , and hence L
is the boolean algebra of all subsets of X.
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3 Chain of congruence lattices* If A is an ideal of a lattice L,
then A gives rise to the congruence ΘA generated by collapsing the
quotients of A. It is well known and quite easily shown that if D is
a distributive lattice, then the mapping A—>ΘA is an isomorphism of
the lattice of ideals of D into Θ(D). Moreover, coverings in the lattice
of ideals of D are preserved under this mapping. This isomorphism we
shall call the natural mapping of the lattice of ideals of D into Θ{D).
In particular, D is isomorphic with a sublattice of Θ(D). Thus we have
the ascending chain of congruence lattices D < Θ(D) < Θ(Θ(D)) < .
For convenience, we will denote Θ(Θ(D)) by Θ2(D), Θ(Θ(Θ(D))) by Θ\D),
etc.

LEMMA 3.1. If L is a distributive lattice, then Θ(L) is atomic if
and only if L is weakly atomic.

Proof. Suppose p\q is a prime quotient of L. If a non-trivial con-
gruence θajb is such that θalb < θp{qy then by Lemma 2.2, ajb contains
a quotient ajbf such that a\bf is weakly projective into pjq. But p\q is
prime and hence by Lemma 2.1 (a), a\bf and p\q are projective. Thus
θpia = #α/&' < #α/& < θp/qy whence it follows that θpίq is an atom of Θ(L).
If L is weakly atomic, then every quotient α/6 contains a prime quotient
p\q. Thus θalh contains the atom θp/q, and hence Θ(L) is atomic.

Now suppose Θ(L) is atomic. If θ is an atom of Θ(L), then for some
quotient p/q in L, Θ = θplqm Suppose p\q is not prime, that is, for some
r e L,p> r > q. Since θplq is an atom, θplq = θplr = θrlqj and hence by
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 (a), p\q contains a proper quotient p\s and r\q con-
tains a proper quotient g/h such that p/s and g/h are projective. By
Lemma 2.1 (b), a quotient e// exists which is a transpose of both p/s
and 0/fc. Suppose e U s — p, e Π s = /, and fl)g = e,fp[g = h. Then
s > f, and hence s > ^ U / = β. Thus p = s U e = s, contrary to p > s.
Similarly, the other conditions for e\f to be a transpose of both p\s and
#/fc are impossible. Thus p must cover g, and hence every atom of Θ(L)
is generated by a prime quotient. Since Θ(L) is atomic, for every proper
quotient α/6, #α/δ contains an atom θplq generated by the prime quotient
p\q. Hence by Lemma 2.1 (a) and Lemma 2.2, a\b contains a quotient
c[d which is projective to p/q. But in any modular lattice projective
quotients are isomorphic, and thus c\d is prime. Hence L is weakly
atomic.

Recall that a congruence θ on a lattice L is completely irreducible
if Π {Φ e Θ(L) I φ > θ} Φ θ. The image of L under any completely ir-
reducible congruence is a subdirectly irreducible lattice.

LEMMA 3.2. Let θ be a non-trivial compact congruence on a lattice
L. Then there exists a completely irreducible congruence θ* on L such
that (9* £ θ.
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Proof. Let P be the partially ordered set of all congruences φ on
L such that φ 2: θ. Let M be a maximal chain of P, and let θ* = U^f
If 0 < 0*, then since 0 is compact, θ < φx U U φk for a finite number
of elements φx, , φk e M. But I is a chain, whence if φ5 is the
largest element among φlf •• ,Φfc, then θ<φjf a contradiction. Hence
#* 2 #• Suppose Π {0 e 0(L) | 0 > #*} = 0*. Then for some φ0 > θ* it
must be that φQ^t θ. But then the set-sum of {φ0} and Mis a chain
of P properly containing M, contrary to the maximality of M. Hence
0* is completely irreducible, and the lemma follows.

If D is an infinite distributive lattice, then either D has an infinite
acsending chain or D has an infinite descending chain. Suppose D has
an infinite ascending chain, α0 < a1 < < αt < . Then as seen in
the proof of Lemma 3.1, the congruences θa.ίaiι are disjoint, that is, if
i Φ j then 0α|/αi_1 Π θaj[ajl is the null congruence on D. Hence by
Lemma 2.5, Θ(D) contains a sublattice isomorphic with the complete
atomic boolean algebra with a countable number of atoms. Since every
countable distributive lattice can be embedded in this boolean algebra
(see the proof of Theorem 3.1), every countable distributive lattice can
be embedded in Θ(D). Thus if D is an infinite distributive lattice,
then for every countable distributive lattice L, Θ(L) contains a sublattice
isomorphic with L. Suppose now that D is the chain of real numbers.
Then since every set of disjoint intervals of D is at most countable, it
follows that no distributive lattice with more than a countable number
of atoms can be embedded in Θ(D). Thus if D is a distributive lattice
of infinite cardinality a, then in general every distributive lattice of
cardinality a cannot be embedded in Θ{D).

THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a distributive lattice of infinite cardinality
a. If L is any distributive lattice of cardinality at most 2*, then Θ\D)
contains a sublattice isomorphic with L.

Proof. Since Θ(D) is compactly generated, it is weakly atomic by
Lemma 2.4. Hence by Lemma 3.1, Θ\D) is atomic. Let M be the set
of atoms of Θ\D), and let β be the cardinality of M. For every atom
π e Mf let π* be a completely irreducible congruence on Θ(D) such that
7Γ* 2: π. Since every atom of Θ\D) is necessarily compact, such a com-
pletely irreducible congruence exists by Lemma 3.2. Then since Θ\D)
is atomic, HUe^^* must equal the null congruence on Θ(D). Now the
image of any distributive lattice under a completely irreducible con-
gruence is the two-element lattice. Hence Θ(D) has a representation as
a subdirect union of β copies of the two-element lattice. Thus Θ(D) has
cardinality at most 2β, and since Θ(D) contains D as a sublattice, we
must have 2β > a.

In Θ\D) let μ = U M. Then the principal ideal (μ) of Θ\D) is
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isomorphic with the boolean algebra of all subsets of M, by Lemma 2.5.
Now every ideal of (μ) is also an ideal of Θ\D). Thus under the natural
mapping of the lattice of ideals of Θ\D) into Θ3(D), the lattice of ideals
of (μ) is mapped into Θ\D) in such a way that coverings in the lattice
of ideals of (μ) are preserved. Thus if λ 6 Θ\D) is the image of μ
under the natural mapping, and J c Θ\D) is the set of all images under
this mapping of the maximal ideals of (μ), then λ covers each element
σ e J. A result of Tar ski [6, p. 62] states that a complete atomic boolean
algebra with β atoms has 22β maximal ideals. Thus J has cardinality
2sβ. Suppose σlf σ2 e J with σx Φ σ2. Then XI σx and λ/σ2 generates
congruence θklσχ and θλ,σ2 on Θ\D). Suppose 0λ/σi = 0λ / o v Then since
XI σt are prime, by Lemma 2.1 there exists a prime quotient p/τ which
is a transpose of both λ/oΊ and λ/σ2. Two possibilities arise: λ Π r = P,
λ U r = σx = σ2 and ^ U p = (72 U p = λ, OΊ n ̂  = σ2 Π p = τ. The first
is impossible since σλ Φ σ2. If the second holds, then σ1 = σx U (0"2 Π j°) =
(<7i U o2) Π ((Ji U p) = λ, contrary to OΊ < λ. Hence ^λ/(Γl Φ ίλ/σ.a> and each
of the prime quotients λ/<r, σ e J, generates a unique minimal congruence
on Θ\D). Thus ©4(i)) has at least 22β atoms, and hence by Lemma 2.5,
04(Z)) contains a sublattice isomorphic with the complete atomic boolean
algebra with 2* atoms.

To complete the proof if suffices to show that every distributive
lattice of cardinality γ can be embedded in a complete atomic boolean
algebra with γ atoms. Suppose L is a distributive lattice of infinite
cardinality γ. For each quotient a/b of L, let 0*/6 be a completely ir-
reducible congruence on L such that Θ* 2: #«/&• Then Ha>&#*/& must
equal the null congruence on L. Thus, since there are 7 pairs of ele-
ments a > b in L, the lattice L has a representation as a subdirect
union of 7 copies of the two-element lattice. And hence L is a sub-
lattice of the complete atomic boolean algebra with 7 atoms. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 4.1 raises the question, can every distributive lattice of
infinite cardinality a (or perhaps even 2α) be embedded in Θ\D) or Θ\D)
if D has cardinality a ? Using the same techniques as above, it can be
shown that if a is a limit cardinal such that 2β < a whenever β < a,
and D is a distributive lattice of cardinality α, then every distributive
lattice of cardinality a can be embedded in Θ\D). Other than this, the
question is open.2

The chain of congruence lattices can be extended transfinitely in the
natural way. For these chains it is easy to show that if D is an in-
finite distributive lattice, then any distributive lattice can be embedded
in some transfinite iteration of Θ(D).

2 The following can be shown: the proposition that every distributive lattice of cardi-
nality a can be embedded in Θ2(D) if D has cardinality a, is equivalent to the proposition
that every boolean algebra of cardinality a has at least a prime ideals.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let L be an arbitrary lattice. Then L is isomor-
phic with Θ(L) if and only if L is a finite boolean algebra.

Proof. Suppose L is infinite, say of cardinality a. Then if L ~
Θ(L), it follows that L = Θ\L). But then L must have cardinality at
least 2* by Theorem 3.1, a contradiction. Hence if L = Θ(L), then L is
finite. Now for any finite distributive lattice L, Θ(L) is a finite boolean
algebra of length equal to that of L. Hence L = Θ(L) if and only if
L is a finite boolean algebra.

COROLLARY. If D is a distributive lattice, then the ascending chain
D < Θ(D) < Θ\D) < terminates if and only if D is finite.

4 Congruences forming boolean algebras* In this section we give
a necessary and sufficient condition on L for θ(L) to be a boolean al-
gebra. Our characterization rests on the notion minimal quotient.
A proper quotient α/6 of a lattice L is said to be minimal if for each
proper quotient c/d weakly protective into a/b there exists a finite chain
a = x0 > xλ > > χte = b such that each Xt-Jxι is weakly projective
into c/d.

THEOREM 4.1. Let L be an arbitrary lattice. Then Θ(L) is a boolean
algebra if and only if for each proper quotient α/6 of L there exists
a finite chain a = c0 > c1 > > ch = b such that each ct-Jct is minimal.

Proof. Let L be any lattice, and suppose θ is an atom of Θ(L).
Then θ must be generated by collapsing some quotient of L. Let α/6
be any quotient which generates θ. Suppose c/d is a proper quotient
weakly projective into α/6. Then θcld < θ, and since θ is an atom, θc!d = θ.
Thus a ΞΞ b(θclά) and hence a chain a = x0 > χx > > xk = b exists such
that each xi-Jxι is weakly projective into c/d. Hence α/6 is minimal.
Similarly, it follows that any minimal quotient of L generates an atom
of Θ(L).

Suppose now that for every proper quotient α/6 of a lattice L there
is a finite chain a = c0 > ct > > ck = 6 such that each c<_1/cί is minimal.
Then each cH_llH is an atom of Θ(L), and by Lemma 2.2, θalb =
0co/

cil) ••• Uflcfc.iΛv Thus every element of Θ(L) is a join of atoms, and
hence by Lemma 2.5, Θ(L) is a boolean algebra. Conversely, suppose
Θ(L) is a boolean algebra. Then since Θ(L) is compactly generated, by
the remark following Lemma 2.4, Θ(L) is also atomic, and hence every
element of Θ(L) is a join of atoms. Let α/6 be a proper quotient of L.
Then θalb is a join of atoms 0Xj/3/j generated by minimal quotients %5ly5.
By Lemma 2.2, there then exists a chain a = cQ > c1 > > cκ = 6 such
that each c^/e^ is weakly projective into some xjyi. Now each ^.^/c.
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is a non-trivial congruence and θH_lίCi < θx.,yi since θHίyi is an atom of
f (L), we must have θH_lίH = θx%lyc Hence, since θCi_lίH is an atom, each
of the quotients c^JCi is minimal, and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is
complete.

Notice that implicit in the proof above is the following: if L has
a unit and null element and Θ(L) is a boolean algebra, then Θ(L) is
finite.

THEOREM 4.2. Let L be a weakly atomic modular lattice. Then
Θ(L) is a boolean algebra if and only if every quotient of L is finite
dimensional.

Proof. Let cjd be any prime quotient of L. If a quotient e\f is
weakly protective into cjd, then by Lemma 2.1 and the fact that c\d is
prime, it follows that cjd and elf are protective. Thus c/d is a minimal
quotient. Hence if every quotient of L is finite dimensional, the con-
ditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, and Θ(L) is a boolean algebra.

Let c/d be a minimal quotient of a modular lattice, and let e/f be
a prime quotient contained in c\d. e\f is trivially weakly protective into
c/d, and hence there exists a finite chain c = x0 > xλ > > xk = d such
that each Xt-Jxi is weakly protective into elf. But e/f is prime, whence
by Lemma 3.1 each Xi-Jxi is protective to elf. In any modular lattice
projective quotients are isomorphic, and hence each of the quotients
Xt-Jxt is prime. Thus if c/d is a minimal quotient of a modular lattice
and c\d contains a prime quotient, then c/d is finite dimensional.

Now if L is a weakly atomic modular lattice and Θ(L) is a boolean
algebra, then for every proper quotient a/b of L there is a finite chain
a = c0 > cx > > ck = b such that each ci-1lci is minimal. As each
Ci-JCi is thus finite dimensional the quotient α/6 is finite dimensional,
and the proof is complete.

Since every compactly generated lattice is weakly atomic and has
a unit and a null element, the following theorem is an immediate con-
sequence of Theorem 4.2.

THEOREM 4.3. Let L be a compactly generated modular lattice. Then
Θ(L) is a boolean algebra if and only if L is finite dimensional.3

These results illustrate the finiteness nature of the condition of com-
plementation on Θ(L). In fact, if L is distributive, then a result of
Hashimoto [4] states that Θ(L) is a boolean algebra if and only if the
quotients of L are finite dimensional. This, of course, no longer holds
for modular lattices unless some additional finiteness condition is imposed

3 Since for any lattice L, the lattice I(L) of all ideals of L is compactly generated, this
theorem contains a result of D. Edmondson, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc, vol. 62 (1956), p. 349,
which states that for modular lattices L, β(/(L)) is a boolean algebra if and only if L is
finite dimensional.
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the continuous geometries are well known examples.
One of the principal results of Dilworth [2] is that if L is a re-

latively complemented lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition,
then Θ(L) is a boolean algebra. This can be derived almost directly from
Theorem 4.1. It is very easily shown that the conclusion of Lemma
2.1 (a) also holds for relatively complemented lattices.4 Thus, as in the
modular case, every prime quotient of a relatively complemented lattice
is minimal. Let L be a relatively complemented lattice with the ascend-
ing chain condition, and let ajb be a proper quotient of L. By the in-
ductive form of the chain condition, we may assume that if x > b, then
there is a finite chain a = c0 > cλ > > ck = x such that each c^jci
is minimal. Let d be a maximal element in α/δ, and let x be a relative
complement of d in a\b. Then since a\d is prime and hence minimal,
03/6 must minimal. Thus the condition of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, and
Dilworth's result follows.
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